Cosmic-ray (CR) induced heating of whole interstellar grains is an important desorption mechanism for grain surface molecules in interstellar molecular clouds. This study aims to provide a detailed temperature spectra for such CR-induced heating. For this, olivine grains with radius of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 microns shielded by interstellar gas with isotropic column densities characteristic to dark cores were considered. The accumulation of an ice mantle of increasing thickness was taken into account. The CR energy spectra was obtained for these column densities for 32 cosmic-ray constituents. We calculated the frequencies with which a CR nucleus with a known energy hits a grain, depositing a certain amount of energy. As a result, we obtain the energy and temperature spectra for grains affected by CR hits. This allows to improve the existing approaches on CR-induced whole-grain heating in astrochemical modeling.
INTRODUCTION
Cosmic-ray (CR) particles impacting interstellar dust grains are able to induce grain heating (de Jong & Kamijo 1973) . For molecules adsorbed on grain surfaces, such a heating may allow overcoming energy barriers for evaporation, diffusion, and chemical reactions. In particular, desorption of surface molecules induced by whole-grain heating (WGH) by CRs is able to influence the composition of interstellar gas and ices (Hasegawa & Herbst 1993) . WGH is considered in many contemporary astrochemical models (e.g., Cazaux et al. 2016; Esplugues et al. 2016; Sipilä et al. 2016; Acharyya & Herbst 2017; Awad & Shalabeia 2017; Bisbas et al. 2017; Coutens et al. 2017; Holdship et al. 2017; Kalvāns et al. 2017; Kamp et al. 2017; Vasyunin et al. 2017; Semenov 2017; Aikawa et al. 2018; Ceccarelli et al. 2018; Furuya & Persson 2018; Majumdar et al. 2018) .
The above mentioned studies primarily employ CR spectra based on data from 1970s (Leger et al. 1985) . Since then, new insights on CR spectra and elemental abundances have been gained, largely thanks to data gathered by spacecraft (e.g., Webber 1998; Moskalenko et al. 2002) . Research has continued specifically for WGH-induced thermal evaporation (Willacy & Millar 1998; Shen et al. 2004; Roberts et al. 2007; Iqbal & Wakelam 2018) and other WGHinduced molecular processes (Reboussin et al. 2014; Kalvāns 2014 Kalvāns , 2015 Mainitz et al. 2016; Shingledecker & Herbst 2018) .
The aim of this study is to transform recently obtained data on CR spectra and elemental abundances into WGH frequencies that can easily be implemented in models simulating the chemistry of interstellar clouds. Data for a special case (translucent clouds) were calculated by Kalvāns (2016, hereafter Paper I) . In the present study, the WGH data application ranges from diffuse molecular gas to dense and dark prestellar cores, among other improvements and updates. a Ice thickness b relative to grain radius a.
In the references above, WGH events have a frequency f T , which describes, how often a single grain reaches a certain WGH temperature T CR . Here, T CR is the temperature of a grain after the energy, deposited by a CR particle in grain material, has smoothly dissipated as heat over the whole volume of the grain and before any cooling processes have taken effect. Following Hasegawa & Herbst (1993) , in most current papers (see references above) T CR is assumed to be 70 K (corresponding to frequency f 70 ), considering only the impacts of iron CR particles. In practice, grain heating is induced by impacts of various CR nuclei that deposit a range of energies into the grains. For example, olivine grains with radius a = 0.1 µm can receive energies E grain up to ≈ 2K MeV, corresponding to grain temperatures up to T CR ≈ 100K. To fully describe WGH, one needs to obtain a temperature spectra that describes the frequency of any temperature reached by the grain.
The major tasks of this study are: choosing grain parameters for a range of hydrogen column densities N H (Section 2.1), characteristic for interstellar clouds; calculating CR spectra for these column densities (2.2); calculating the CR energy loss functions for these grains (2.4); calculating the T CR spectra for CR-heated grains (2.5); and summarizing the new WGH data for applications in astrochemical models (Section 3).
METHODOLOGY

Concept for calculations
Calculating a WGH temperature spectrum for a grain in a dark cloud core is a complex task because such cores may have a range of column densities N H (proportional to interstellar extinction A V ) that attenuate the initial CR spectra. Additionally, the interstellar radiation field (ISRF) is attenuated too. Grains at higher extinctions experience less irradiation and are able to adsorb more molecules on their surfaces, allowing the accumulation of icy mantles. An icy mantle affects grain size and heat capacity, which change f T for a given T CR value. Increased grain cross-section allows more encounters with CR particles; however these additional CR hits touch only the less-dense ice layer and thus deposit relatively low amounts of energy. On the other hand, an increased grain heat capacity means that more energetic (and rarer) encounters are required to lift grain temperature to a particular T CR .
The thickness of the icy mantle depends on A V and, thus, N H (e.g., Ysard et al. 2016) . This means that one must obtain a correlation between N H (which determines the CR spectra) and a corresponding ice mantle thickness b (which affects grain properties) over a range of N H values that are relevant to starless or prestellar cores. Here, we define N H as the column density from the edge of a cloud core to its center. The same regards also A V (see below).
The correlation between N H and b was obtained from Kalvāns (2018), a 1D model "Alchemic-Venta" that follows the chemistry of a collapsing prestellar core. This model reflects the growth of ice, tuned with the help of observational data. Thus, the modeling results are suited for the present study, where major ice properties, such as thickness, are of importance. Appendix A describes details relevant to the formation of the icy mantle in this model.
In order to create relevant and convenient geometrical grain models for describing their interaction with CRs (Section 2.3), the ice thickness was expressed as whole decimal parts of grain radius a whenever possible. Then, the A V value with corresponding ice thickness was found from the modeling results for the parcel of gas in the very center of the core. For the N H /A V ratio, a conventional value of 2.0 × 10 21 cm −2 was adopted (Valencic & Smith 2015; Zhu et al. 2017) . Adriani et al. (2016) ; (2) Table 1 shows the ice mantle thickness and their corresponding A V and N H values. When A V 32 mag, a nearcomplete freeze-out happens, and the mantle does not thicken anymore with increasing A V . The N H specified in Table 1 was used to calculate the CR spectra, while ice thickness is important in determining the energy deposited by CR particles in grains, and grain heat capacities.
A diffuse cloud in its initial contraction stages is permeated by the ISRF and thus contains mainly bare grains. This corresponds to the first point in our calculations (Table 1 ). The exact value of A V was taken to be 1.24 mag, at a point, where ice thickness reaches 1.0 monolayers for the first time. This ensures that the calculated data are relevant for grains actually undergoing molecule accretion. Strictly speaking, grains with a monolayer of ice are not bare. However, thickness of one monolayer is only 0.0035 a and this practically does not affect grain size and heat capacity -the properties important in this study. Meanwhile, the chosen A V is relevant for molecular clouds, where molecule adsorption onto grains occurs. In order to comprehensively calculate the temperature spectra of grains subjected to WGH, 32 elemental CR constituents -atomic nuclei -were considered. To obtain the initial energy spectra of these particles, we start with the "High" proton spectrum of Ivlev et al. (2015, their Equation (1) and Table 1 ). This spectrum has abundant low-energy particles, which helps to explain high CR-induced ionization rates observed in the ISM (e.g., McCall et al. 2003) .
Cosmic-ray spectra
The initial spectra for nuclei other than protons were obtained by multiplying the proton flux density with [X]/[H], the abundance of CR element X, relative to protium. Table 2 shows the adopted abundances of the 32 CR constituents. These were primarily based on Voyager I data. The abundance of CR deuterium nuclei was adopted from the PAMELA experiment (Picozza et al. 2007) , that of cobalt was taken from another space-borne instrument CRIS (Stone et al. 1998) , while the data for Cu and Zn were drawn from the airborne SuperTIGER experiment (Binns et al. 2014) .
The spectra of CRs propagating towards the center of the cloud core is modified by atoms in gas and dust according to:
where J k,NH is the final spectrum of a CR particle k at hydrogen atom column density N H (cm −2 ), L k is the CR energy loss function, dependent on CR particle energy E k and column density traversed (Padovani et al. 2009 ). L k was calculated with the help of the srim package (Ziegler et al. 2010) . Similarly to Paper I and that of Chabot (2016) , the target medium here was a gas with an assumed elemental composition similar to that of the local ISM and with total column densities listed in Table 1 . The relatively low column densities (< 10 24 cm −2 ) mean that energy losses via pion production and spallation are minor. Only for the densest case 8 of Table 1 , spallation may reduce the intensity of the heaviest (iron group) elements by a factor of 2 . Figure 1 shows an example of the obtained energy spectra for potassium (K) CR particles.
Dust grain model
This study considers solid grains made of olivine nuclei, possibly coated with an icy mantle. Grains with three sizes of the nuclei were included -0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 µm. As discussed in Section 2.1, ice thickness at various A V values was derived from Kalvāns (2018) . This paper considers grains with radius a = 0.1 µm. The relative ice thickness b/a was attributed also to 0.05 and 0.2 µm grains. Following Paper I, the grain nuclei were assumed a chemical composition MgFeSiO 4 and density 3.32 g cm −3 . The ice mantle was assumed to consist of H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , and CH 3 OH molecules with proportions 100:31:38:4 and density 1.0 g cm −3 . The ambient dust temperature T d was adopted from Hocuk et al. (2017) , who calculated T d as a function of A V for 0.1 µm grains. The equilibrium temperature for grains of similar sizes does not differ much (e.g., Cuppen et al. 2006 ), so we adopted the same T d also for the 0.05 and 0.02 µm grains. With respect to this study, T d can be approximated to 10 K in all cases. This would produce deviations only within a few per cent in the final WGH temperature spectra. The volumnic heat capacity of the olivine nuclei was described with Equation (18) of Cuppen et al. (2006) , while that of (water) ice was adopted from Equation (1) of Leger et al. (1985) . Table 1 lists the thickness of the icy mantles and ambient temperatures for all types of grains. CRs hit a dust grain, interacting with material and transferring part (or all) of their energy. The amount of energy delivered depends on the nuclei and energy of the CR particles, as well as the CR track length across the grain, and grain density and elemental composition. Figure 2 shows the energy loss function for a CR particle (Cu nuclei) in grain components. The CR particles lose energy E lost when passing through only olivine (for bare grains), olivine and ice (major heating of icy grains), or only ice (minor heating of icy grains).
Delivery of CR energy to grains
The track length and respective cross sections for CRs passing through the grains were calculated with the help of a simple, angular grain model. Previous studies (primarily based on the work of Leger et al. 1985) often assumed that CRs pass through the center part of a spherical olivine grain, i.e., the longest possible track. The full cross-section of a grain was used, which practically means that the grain was taken to be cylindrical and the total energy received from CR hits is overestimated by V cylinder /V sphere = 1.5 times. On the other hand, CR energy delivered to the icy part of the grain has been ignored, with a few exceptions (e.g., Shen et al. 2004) .
We employed geometrical grain models consisting of cuboids, similarly to Paper I, so that the track length and respective cross section was calculated for only a few characteristic CR paths through the grain. These models were tuned so that CR maximum track lengths, volumes, and cross sections of olivine and ice parts are identical to those of spherical grains. This ensures that the maximum energy received by the grain in a single WGH event, the energy averaged over time, and the frequency of CR hits (WGH events) are similar to those of spherical olivine grains, coated with icy mantles of uniform thickness.
In total, two CR tracks were considered for bare olivine grains and four for all ice-covered grain types. The track lengths and their respective cross sections (hence, the corresponding frequency for such events f E ) were calculated for each CR nuclei listed in Table 2 with CR energies in the range 1...10 10 eV amu −1 . The respective CR energies lost in the grain E lost were calculated using the srim package. Ions with energies up to 1...100 keV (depending on grain size) may lose their entire energy and come to a full stop in the grain.
E lost is not fully delivered to the grain. Following Leger et al. (1985) , we assume that a portion of up to 0.4 of E lost is carried away from the grain by fast electrons. The remaining energy is E grain and primarily is deposited in a cylinder 1.E-22
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Figure 3. Calculated spectra of energy received by 0.05 µm grains from CR impacts, shielded by different column densities of interstellar gas with NH = AV × 2 × 10 21 H atoms cm −2 .
along the CR track. Appendix B lists the spectra of energy received by the grain from CR impacts: the E grain values with corresponding frequencies f E = f T . These spectra are depicted graphically in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Interestingly, low-energy E grain collisions (left-hand side of the plots) have higher frequencies f E for grains deeper into the cloud core. This is because the ice layer has appeared on the grains, increasing their cross-section. This effect has little practical significance because the additional CR particles that are passing through ice are able to deposit only small amounts of energy in the grains because of the short track and low ice density. Consequently, these collisions are able to raise grain temperature only by a few K.
2.5. Obtaining the whole-grain heating temperature spectra Following Section 2.4, we now have a dataset characterizing how often a specific CR particle hits an interstellar grain. It is also known how long is the track of this particle through olivine and ice, and thus, the energy it delivers to the grain. These data were calculated for each of the 24 grain types and constitute 1.9 × 10 4 entries for each of the bare grains and 3.8 × 10 4 entries for the ice-covered grains.
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Figure 4. Calculated spectra of energy received by 0.1 µm grains from CR impacts, shielded by different column densities of interstellar gas.
Within 10 −11 s, E grain is converted into heat. The heated cylinder in the grain expands and transfers heat to the whole grain within ≈ 10 −9 s (e.g., Leger et al. 1985; Mainitz et al. 2016) . For this point, when the grain has an uniform temperature and cooling processes have not yet taken effect, we calculated the WGH temperature spectra.
The amount of energy is now converted to WGH temperature T CR using the heat capacities outlined in Section 2.3. Each T CR value has its corresponding occurrence frequency f T , obtained by combining the frequencies for CR impacts that deliver similar amounts of energy to the grain. T CR were calculated with an accuracy of 0.01 K. In order to obtain usable T CR spectra, f T were combined in data clumps spanning 2 K for 0.05 µm grains and 1 K for 0.1 and 0.2 µm grains. For example, for 0.1 µm grains with a 0.01 µm icy mantle (A V = 2.93 mag) the frequency f 96 corresponding to WGH interval with T CR in the range 96.01-97.00 K arises because of grain impacts by Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn nuclei, all passing through the center part of the grain, with energies 30-300 MeV per CR particle. More than 90 % of the value f 96 = 3.17 × 10 −13 s −1 is provided by the Fe ion impacts. The full calculated T CR spectra for all types of grains can be found in Appendix B.
The primary uncertainties in the calculated WGH heating frequencies are associated with the flux of CRs. This study considers CR energy spectrum with abundant low-energy nuclei. While such spectrum is plausible (Indriolo et al.
Figure 5. Calculated spectra of energy received by 0.1 µm grains from CR impacts, shielded by different column densities of interstellar gas.
2009), it may overestimate the intensity of low-energy nuclei by up to an order of magnitude (Padovani et al. 2009 ).
On the other hand, the adopted new abundances of heavy CR nuclei (Table 2 ) are lower at least by a factor of few than those in other studies. Another uncertainty is associated with the fact that cloud cores often are not spherical and isolated in ISM. In the calculations above, we assumed an uniform flux of CRs coming from all directions and hitting a grain at the center of a core. This is often not the case, especially for cores residing in giant molecular cloud complexes. The proximity of massive interstellar gas reserves likely reduces the amount of (low-energy) CRs reaching the cloud core in consideration. The situation is made more complex by the fact that the CR flux is not isotropic as the particles follow curved magnetic field lines, requiring them to traverse more space (and interstellar gas) than by judging from purely geometrical viewpoint. This further affects the actual CR flux in the cloud (Padovani et al. 2013 Silsbee et al. 2018) . Thus, the application of such more precise data requires also more detailed knowledge about the studied object. 2.29E-09 1.11E-09 6.82E-10 4.22E-10 2.58E-10 1.88E-10 1.31E-10 8.61E-11 > 40 7.96E-10 4.41E-10 2.90E-10 1.82E-10 1.02E-10 7.07E-11 4.65E-11 2.88E-11 > 50 3.77E-10 2.27E-10 1.46E-10 8.40E-11 4.19E-11 2.70E-11 1.63E-11 9.20E-12 > 60 2.08E-10 1.22E-10 7.40E-11 3.96E-11 1.79E-11 1.08E-11 5.97E-12 3.05E-12 > 70
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Figures 6, 7 and 8 show graphically the main result of the study -the temperature spectra for CR-heated grains. The tables of Appendix B list the corresponding numerical data. Abundant CR ions -H, He, C, O, Mg, Si, Fecontribute most to grain heating to progressively higher temperatures. Super-heavy elements with atomic numbers higher than 28 can heat grains to the highest temperatures but are so rare that such heating occurs with intervals of tens of Myr and thus is practically unimportant.
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For application of the calculated spectra in astrochemical models, Tables 3, 4 and 5 display the WGH frequency for T CR values above a threshold value at different column densities. The most common T CR threshold used in astrochemistry is 70 K, introduced by Hasegawa & Herbst (1993) . The dependence of the corresponding WGH frequency f >70 on the hydrogen atom column density N H can be described with the analytical function:
where g = 4π is a factor characterizing geometrical factors in the vicinity of the cloud core in consideration. If the core is substantially shielded, the value of g can be lower than 4π. Equation (2) can be used to calculate the fraction of time or 'duty cycle' f >70 t cool an interstellar grain spends in the temperature T CR (Equation (15) of Hasegawa & Herbst 1993) . Here, t cool is the cooling time of a heated grain. Figure 9 shows a comparison of different values of the corresponding WGH frequency f >70 for 0.1 µm grains as a function of hydrogen atom column density N H . Interesting is the difference with the f >70 curve of Kalvāns (2018, Appendix B) , where similar methods were employed. This difference can be explained with a more comprehensive approach on CR spectra and evolution of the icy mantle in this study. This demonstrates the necessity of proper treatment for all relevant effects affecting grain heating.
This study presents the temperature and energy spectra for medium-sized interstellar grains affected by CR impacts. Table 6 summarizes the various parameters employed in the calculations. The heating frequencies to temperatures above 70 K (and other T CR thresholds) have been pinpointed for uses in astrochemical modeling. The changes of CR spectra with increasing cloud core column densities were considered, as well as grain growth via accumulation of ice and relevant ambient dust temperature T d , although the latter can reasonably be approximated to 10 K or other T d distribution, relevant for cold cores.
While aimed primarily for the case of starless cloud cores, this study is relevant also for prestellar cores with lineof-sight interstellar extinctions from 2 to 512 mag. Given that the WGH frequency in this interval is stable and predictable, extrapolation to higher A V values is permitted. Additionally, while this research covers only cold cores, it can be attributed also to mildly heated cores, because ambient grain temperature of 20 K affects f T only by a few 1.E-18
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1.E-08 Figure 7 . CR-induced WGH temperature spectra for 0.1 µm grains. The column densities of interstellar gas are indicated with AV . per cent, while WGH effects cease to be important for surface chemistry at T d ≈ 30 K (see Paper I). At 30 K ambient temperature, most surface processes are faster than processes facilitated by the short intervals of WGH heating. However, because we considered near total freeze-out conditions, the results are best applicable to cold, quiescent cores, where such freeze out of CO and other species occurs. The main property of clouds that must be considered when applying these data, is their exposure to CRs. This is affected by proximity to massive star forming regions,
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1.E-07 Roberts et al. (2007) Hasegawa & Herbst (1993) This work (2) Figure 9 . Comparison of WGH frequencies for 0.1 µm grains f>70 for heating to temperatures TCR of 70 K and above. The second curve from this work is for a reduced CR flux with plane-parallel geometry, irradiated from both sides similarly to Kalvāns (2018). The latest iteration of the rate-equation model "Alchemic-Venta" follows the collapse of a diffuse Bonnor-Ebert sphere to a densecore with a mass of 4 M ⊙ . The core is exposed to the ISRF from two opposite sides. In the model, surface chemistry is treated with the modified rate-equation method. Adsorbing species first become part of the grain surface. When mantle thickness exceeds 1 monolayer, surface species are transferred to bulk-ice layers below. The icy mantle can grow to a thickness of up to 100 monolayers; molecules in the surface layer and bulk ice layers both are chemically active.
The ranges of parameters relevant for the accretion of molecules are listed in Table 7 . Desorption energies for surface species were adopted from Garrod et al. (2008, OSU chemical network) . Importantly, the subject of the present study -WGH -itself delays ice accumulation on grains. CR-induced desorption with new CR spectra was already included in the model of Kalvāns (2018), based on the (limited) data of Paper I. Therefore, the present study is a second iteration pinpointing the frequency of WGH events for grains. Other desorption mechanisms included in the model are evaporation, photodesorption by the ISRF-and CR-induced photons, reactive desorption, and encounter desorption for the light species H and H 2 .
The model depicts ice composition (proportions of major ice species) rather accurately up to A V = 11 mag, when the calculated composition (mainly, the abundance of CO 2 ice) starts to deviate from observational data. The deviations indicate about 10 % reduction in the final ice thickness at freeze-out conditions, which may result in a small margin of error of a few per cent for the WGH f T values calculated in the present study. 
